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Basil 
Bok Choy (standard shares) 

Garlic scapes 
Mixed salad greens 

Radicchio 

Radishes 
Romaine 

Salad turnips 
Summer squash and zucchini 

 

 

Happy Fourth of July week, everyone! I hope that you have a chance to enjoy the holiday -
festivities or just relax and enjoy doing what you like this week. 
The long days of summer have us putting in some long hours these days. Working until dark is easy to 
do, especially when there is finally an evening break from the crazy heat. The storms that have rolled 
through have made weeding easier and it has been hard to keep up with the tomato trellising! And 
speaking of tomatoes, we are starting to see some color on our soon-to-be ripe tomatoes!  You can be 
looking forward to them soon, as well as an assortment of cucumbers, and some nice broccoli and many 
other fresh, organic vegetables. 
Basil is one of the crops that seems to enjoy the heat of summer.  It is such a versatile herb.  Many of 
you received a basil plant earlier in the season and if you have an abundance of it, along with this week’s 
bunch, you might consider making a batch of Pesto, or simply pureeing some of the leaves with a little 
olive oil to freeze for winter use. Basil is best kept in a glass of fresh water, out of the refrigerator.  It will 
last for about a week this way.  Trimming the ends before putting it into the water should help it perk up 
if it looks wilted. 
Bok Choy is going out to large shares this week.  If you did not have bok choy on your list this week, you 
probably will next week. This versatile Asian veggie makes a tasty side dish or it can be used as an 
addition to a sauté with summer squash, turnips, and of course, chopped garlic scapes!  A dash or two of 
salt and a drizzle of toasted sesame oil towards the end of cooking balance the flavors very nicely.  Store 
bok choy in a bag or container in the refrigerator for up to a week, if you can’t use it right away. 
Garlic scapes are a perfect addition to any dish that you wish to have garlic in.  Just chop them up and 
add them freely or use them in place of garlic for basil pesto. Now that we have harvested the scapes 
from our garlic plants, the next step will be to harvest the garlic!  We will be doing that in a few weeks. 
Radicchio (rad-ee-key-o) is the small red and white head in your box.  It is often called a lettuce, but it is 
actually a type of chicory.  Radicchio has a slightly bitter flavor that blends well with other ingredients, 
like cheeses, fruits and nuts, and it is sturdy enough to hold up to roasting or grilling.  To grill it, halve or 
quarter it and brush the surfaces with olive oil and sprinkle with kosher salt. For salad, if you find the 
flavor too bitter, soaking the leaves in cold water for a bit will take a lot of that away. If using it in a raw 
salad, chop or shred the leaves before soaking. Store in a bag or container in the fridge for up to a week. 
Radishes add a nice crunch to lettuce salads, sandwiches, roll-up’s spring rolls, and other salads, too!  
They can also be roasted or cooked. Most of the radishes this week are a red, medium “bite” variety. To 
store radishes, it is best to remove the tops first and store them separately. 
Salad turnips are from the same crop that went out to you last week.  Best planted in cooler weather, it 
will be a while before we plant them again for a fall crop. If you can’t use the turnips right away, they 
will keep longer if the tops are removed, as with radishes.  (Turnip tops are great cooking greens, and 
very good for you!)  
Summer squash, Patty Pan and Zucchini are coming on strong now! You will find a lot more choices in 
size and variety available when you log to your farm account on the weekend now!  



Grilled Radicchio Salad 
Lemon-Honey Vinaigrette: 

1 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/2 cup plus 2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice 
2 tablespoons fresh basil, chopped 
1 clove garlic, minced 
1 tablespoon honey 
Salad Assembly 
1-2 heads radicchio, quartered 
4 cups mixed baby greens 
1/2 cup fresh parmesan cheese, shaved with a 
peeler 
For the vinaigrette: in a medium bowl, whisk all 
ingredients to blend. Season with salt and pepper 
to taste. You can make this ahead of time and 
simply whisk again right before serving. 
The salad: Pre-heat the grill to medium-high heat. 
Place radicchio in large bowl. Add enough 
dressing to coat evenly. Grill until tender and 
crispy on the outer leaves, turning occasionally, 
about 3 minutes. 
Coarsely chop the radicchio and add to a large 
bowl with the mixed greens. Toss with enough 
dressing to coat. Season salad to taste with salt 
and pepper.   
Top with the shaved cheese and serve. 

Pesto 
This recipe calls for 2 cups of packed basil leaves.  If 
you don’t have that much, adjust the recipe.  You 
really can’t mess it up. 
Pine nuts are expensive, (but delicious) and if you 
want to, you can omit them or replace them with 
walnuts.  Pesto freezes really well in small containers 
to use later or to add to spaghetti sauce in the winter 
or when you don’t have fresh basil. 

 2 cups fresh basil leaves, packed 

 1/2 cup freshly grated Parmesan 

 1/2 cup extra virgin olive oil 

 1/3 cup pine nuts or walnuts 

 3 medium sized garlic cloves, minced 

 Salt and freshly ground black pepper to taste 

 Chop the basil and nuts in a small food processor for a 
few spurts, add garlic and then drizzle the oil in until it 
is smooth.  Season with salt and pepper. 
Spread on a bagel or add to pasta. It is also a delicious 
addition to a sandwich. 

I was reminded how tasty this recipe is when talking to one of our 
members recently!  It is from the Farm Fresh and Fast cookbook by 
the FairShare CSA Coalition. 

Zucchini Carpaccio 

1 med. zucchini   
Salt 
1 garlic clove, minced 
3 Tbs. pine nuts 
3 Tbs. ex-virgin olive oil 
Juice from ½ lemon 
Honey to taste 
Slice the zucchini paper-thin using a cheese slicer or 
mandolin.  Salt and lightly spread on paper towel 
taking care not to break the slices. Let them sit for 
about 20 minutes, blotting off excess liquid as 
necessary.   Arrange the zucchini in a thin layer in a 
shallow serving dish.  Top the slices with the garlic and 
nuts.  Drizzle with olive oil and lemon juice, cover and 
let the dish marinate in the refrigerator for at least 30 
minutes.  Just before serving, drizzle a little honey on 
top of the zucchini.  (Can be marinated longer or 
overnight, too.) 

Stir-Fried Sesame Bok Choy with Romaine 
1 head bok choy 

1 head Romaine lettuce 

Sauce 
1 1/2 tablespoons soy sauce 
1 tablespoon Chinese rice wine or dry sherry 

1/2 teaspoon sugar, honey or maple syrup (optional) 

1 tablespoon peanut or vegetable oil 
1 garlic clove, minced 

1 1-inch piece fresh ginger, peeled and minced 

2 teaspoons sesame oil 
Trim and discard the rough bottoms from the bok 

choy and the lettuce 

Separate the leaves, rinse, and pat dry.   In a small 

bowl, combine the soy sauce, rice wine, and 
sugar. Set aside. 

Heat a wok or large skillet over medium-high heat 

until a bead of water sizzles and evaporates on 
contact. Add the peanut oil and swirl to coat the 

bottom and sides. Add the garlic and ginger and 

stir-fry until aromatic, 20 to 30 seconds. Add the 
bok choy and stir-fry for about 2 minutes, until 

crisp-tender. Add the soy sauce mixture and cook 

for another 30 seconds. Turn off the heat, and 

drizzle with sesame oil. Transfer to a serving plate 
and serve hot as a side or over rice. 

 

 


